
CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN POETRY IS REPRESENTATIVE OF

American poetry is poetry of the United States. It arose first as efforts by colonists to add their voices to English poetry in
the 17th century, well before the.

As this essay will further argue, these two arguments usually appear in the context of discussions around the
idea and ideal of a national literature. Philip Freneau was another notable poet of the era. William Morrell's
"Nova Anglia" or "New England," which is a rhymed catalog of everything from American weather to
glimpses of Native women, framed with a thin poetic "conceit" or "fiction" characterizing the country as a
"sad and forlorn" female pining for English domination. As might be expected, the works of all these writers
are united by a common search for a distinctive American voice to distinguish them from their British
counterparts. Berkeley etc. Word Of Mouth. Old and new make the warp and woof of every moment. He is a
professor at Boston University and the poetry editor at Slate. New York: Dutton,  San Diego: Harcourt,  The
romantic myth of the independent, individualistic and potentially solipsistic genius who finds his or her
authentic voice in a struggle to simultaneously repudiate, acknowledge and somehow master a great tradition
is at the core of such rhetoric. Pearce, Roy Harvey. Prior to the last decades of the 20th century, American
literature was largely the story of dead white men who had created Art and of living white men doing the
same. What is American Literature? Emerson, Ralph Waldo. Other poets involved in this scene included
Charles Bukowski â€” and Jack Spicer â€” Karl Shapiro â€” , Randall Jarrell â€” and James Dickey â€” all
wrote poetry that sprang from experience of active service. John Woodbridge. We quote not only books and
proverbs, but arts, sciences, religion, customs, and laws; nay, we quote temples and houses, tables and chairs
by imitation. They are often either labeled as American poets reflecting the intrinsically varied tradition of
American literature, or as poets with a hyphenated affiliation whose work derives its merit precisely from not
being part of a mainstream American poetic tradition and canon. The collection is thus an attempt and
simultaneously testimony to the failure of such an attempt to come to terms with contemporary American
poetry by arguing for a literary historical genealogy arranged around the opposition of mainstream and
subversiveness. Evanston: North Western UP,  John Smith wrote histories of Virginia based on his
experiences as an English explorer and a president of the Jamestown Colony. Both Merwin and California
poet Gary Snyder would also become known for their interest in environmental and ecological concerns.
Harriet Monroe founded Poetry magazine in Chicago in and made it the most important organ for poetry not
just in the United States but for the English-speaking world. Henry James shared the view of the realists and
naturalists that literature ought to present reality, but his writing style and use of literary form sought to also
create an aesthetic experience, not simply document truth. This trend is most evident in the works of Philip
Freneau â€” , who is also notable for the unusually sympathetic attitude to Native Americans shown in his
writings, sometimes reflective of a skepticism toward Anglo-American culture and civilization. By the turn of
the 21st century, American literature had become a much more complex and inclusive story grounded on a
wide-ranging body of past writings produced in the United States by people of different backgrounds and open
to more Americans in the present day. They are lyric poets, heavily autobiographical; some are practitioners of
the experimental long poem. New York: Scribner,  See Jack Dempsey, ed. She was one of the best-known
poets of her day, at least in the colonies, and her poems were typical of New England culture at the time,
meditating on religious and classical ideas. Kenneth Rexroth , who was published in the Objectivist
Anthology, was, along with Madeline Gleason â€” , a forerunner of the San Francisco Renaissance. Yet to
allow for later incorporation into an American tradition, poetry at some point needs to be recognized as
distinctly American. This, however, is misleading. Emily Dickinson What links them is their common
connection to Emerson a passage from whom Whitman printed on the second edition of Leaves of Grass , and
the daring originality of their visions. Van Doren, Carl. Coherence No poet since Whitman has tapped into so
many distinctly American voices and, at the same time, so preserved his utterance against the jangle of
influences Schultz on John Ashbery 1. White Box, New York City. His writing shows features of both
19th-century realism and naturalism and 20th-century modernism. Their poemsâ€”fragmentary, purposefully
ungrammatical, sometimes mixing texts from different sources and idiomsâ€”can be by turns abstract, lyrical,
and highly comic. To this end, they explored the landscape and traditions of their native country as materials
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for their poetry. New York: Vintage,  For example, the collection The Tribe of John has gathered various
essays which are supposed to testify to the influence of John Ashbery on contemporary poetry the title
suggests a tribal following and provide examples of the kind of influences. The extremely terse Japanese haiku
first influenced the work of Pound and the Imagists, and post-war poets such as Kerouac and Richard Wright
wrote substantial bodies of original haiku in English.


